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BRICE'S GREATEST PLAY.

Fhe Story of

; of Plate Koad,

eonld gat, and there came a tim

ho had to sell Ha want to Vanderbiiz

whose rend the Niskel Pinte seen io]

Vardorbilt womld not bay the XN
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= The West and the East.

Boome interesting wtatementa made by

thewesturequoted by Mr. Arthur

#One thing I have noticed,’ said Mr.

i}  awest.- It can bp expressed briefly, al-
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AUSTRIA'S BARBERS,

the Burbern and Wigmakers' union of
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fuVienna in the presence of judges of
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Bappen to yon

He—Oh, I'm not afraid
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| would you do?
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Byer again?’ the girl asked, with eves

fall of tears 2
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Me Tried to Hreak s Ram of the Pahit of |

Frightening the Ladies

Jim Mone, rancher, politician, p
forse donter, walked
with a erateh the ihe
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“What's the matter, Jim? higuirad |

“I'l bet any man in thm or aed |G
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“The minute the ram saw ma he |
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Well. I'll tell yom what I would do. |
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{ of the gun, and a faint ray of light, cal!

 enlated to indicate the position of its

source, is exposed in the directio of

the shooter's eye, and this is sufficient

to enable him to obtain the required
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A

the target, be it animate or ctherwise

The special application of the sight is

for game shooting at night and for sery-

jee purposes—such, for instance, as the

Numinaticss of a machine gun used

wn
night.—Army snd Navy J

Equal to the Ocension.

The famous motto’ noblesse oblige’

had a striking exemplification when the

Grand Duchess Sergio: was presented

at the court of St. Petersburg. As that

imperial kiss from the carina the string

lace broke and the pearls rulled down

her dress, rattling on the floor like hail

Without looking to the right or lift and

without noticing the Joss of her match: 

against torpedo attacks daring the *
iis nut g
| be need With
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The inn was set close to the river
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